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I’m dreaming of the Red Carpet..
It’s no secret, your wedding day is the ultimate experience of elegance and glamour- a far cry from your day to
day life on the commute. For those of dreaming of the glamazon moments, the �rst experience of this comes
from our exposure on the red carpet. With the cameras �ashing, paparazzi screaming their names, the rich and
famous are dressed up to the nines in some of the most exquisite designs. Now that Sustainable fashion
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/about/our-story/made-with-ethics/), is taking its rightful place on the red
carpet, we’re seeing more of the divinely dressed celebrities taking an eco-friendly approach to fashion.
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/love-by/celebrities/)

While award season isn’t kicking off for a few weeks, London’s Film Premiere moment of glory is in full effect.
With some of the biggest blockbusters heading to the silver screen in a matter of weeks, we dived into the
archives to predict looks we think our style icons would look fabulous in.

Emma Stone

<< Previous (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/blog/long-sleeved-backless-dress-for-a-fairy-tale-winter-
wedding/)

Next >> (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/blog/summer-love-an-eco-wedding-dress-in-the-italian-sun/)

MASK FOR FOOD: Protecting Together the
Vulnerable Communities & Sharing Kindness

Read More (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/blog/mask-for-food-

protecting-together-the-vulnerable-communities-sharing-kindness/)
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Academy award winner and all around fashion girl, Emma Stone is debuting Maniac on the 13  September and
The Favorite on 18  October. Stone has a petite �gure, and a whimsical sense of fashion, while always
nodding to traditional silhouettes.

LOOK 1: With her �ery red hair, we think our lace insert jumpsuit, Middlemist
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collection_item/middlemist/) from our Enchanted Blooms
collection (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collections/wedding/bridal/enchanted-blooms/)
would look ravishing on her.
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LOOK 2: With her love for pastel colours and feminine lace our pink deep neck lace dress, Eartha
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collection_item/eartha/) from our Eco Goddess collection
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collections/wedding/bridal/eco-goddess/) will define where sexiness
meets purity.
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SEE OTHER CELEBRITIES SPORTING SANYUKTA SHRESTHA ON SPECIAL EVENTS & RED CARPETS
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/love-by/celebrities/)

Blake Lively
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Red carpet starlet, and Mrs Reynolds, Blake Lively is promoting the highly anticipated �lm, A Simple Favour
with Anna Kendrick on 17  September. Lively, known for her fashion risks, and self-styling has never ending
legs, a bold attitude and an innovative frame of mind.
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For months, Blake Lively’s been sharing post after post in her in suits. It’s clear as day, the woman loves some
world class craftsmanship and skillful tailoring, but she’s no stranger to a showing some skin in a seductive
neckline. Our Embellished black wide leg suit, Adaline
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collection_item/adaline/) from our Cirque Nouveau collection
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collections/ready-to-wear/cirque-nouveau/) is the perfect mix of her
latest love of menswear inspired looks with the seductive nature to her red carpet looks we love about her.
With her long blonde hair contrasting the strong colour of Sanyukta Shrestha suit, Lively will do doubt have all
eyes on her in this.
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Viola Davis

Film, theatre and television award -winning actress, Viola Davis is no stranger the red carpet and she’s heading
back to her stomping ground on the 10  October to highlight her upcoming �lm, Widows. Davis has a beautiful
marvelous curves, muscular arms and mature view on red carpet looks.
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Viola Davis’ dark skin stone, makes her perfect for a bold colourful fabric and has favoured yellow in the path.
With her womanly curves, our One-sided yellow hemp silk gown, Delphinium
(https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/collection_item/delphinium-2/) from our Cirque Nouveau collection is
idyllic for her body. The soft feel of hemp silk on her skin, will keep her glowing as we sit in autumn.

We can’t wait to see what these leading ladies choose to wear to their respective �lm premieres but we’re
keeping our �ngers crossed that a Sanyukta Shrestha (https://www.sanyuktashrestha.com/) original will be on
their brain!
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